A true wonderland nestled in the heart of Cumbria with
views to the Pennines and Lake District Fells. Calthwaite
Hall is one of Cumbria’s finest private country houses. A
unique venue with one of kind features, there is no where
else in the UK like Calthwaite Hall.
This hidden gem sits within 8 acres of formal gardens and
fields, with hidden pathways, secret folly and magnificent
water features.

.

Built in 1837, the Hall has links to noble families including the Howards of Castle
Howard and the Earls of Carlisle.

“We can’t wait to have our reception
here.”
“Fantastic venue, stunning pictures
and a great day had by all.”

For those seeking pure wow factor, Calthwaite Hall offers a blank
canvas and the perfect backdrop for your exceptional day. Enjoy a
unique wedding ceremony on our one-of-a-kind oak spiral staircase or
opt for a laid-back outdoor celebration at one of our special garden
beauty spots. Take advantage of having it all in one place with our
gloriously grand Victorian style Orangery.

Calthwaite Hall offers full exclusive use of the
formal grounds and gardens whether you
choose to use our bespoke Orangery or hire a
marquee or tipi.

Your Ceremony
Working with your registrar or
celebrant we have a wealth of
backdrops to suit your style from
countryside chic to formal grandeur you
can pick from our impressive interior
spaces or our inspiring outdoor beauty
spots. We can arrange chair hire to
complement your theme.

Wherever you choose you have exclusive
use of the formal grounds and gardens
for wedding pictures and access to our
listed spiral staircase for an utterly
unique photograph and the opportunity
for a brave photographer to take an
unforgettable roof shot.

The Orangery
The Orangery is a custom-made glass fronted
building designed specifically by the owner to
hold receptions formally seating up to 100. Two
lightwells provide additional natural light and
wow factor.
Sitting in its own oasis of calm the Orangery is
surrounded by a Mediterranean inspired garden
with fragrant plants and herbs, a potted olive
tree, Greek style chapel with water feature
and wisteria covered pergola.
The Orangery facilities include:
Full catering Kitchen*
Fully stocked cash bar with beer pumps and
extensive spirit collection
Sumptuous glass chandeliers on dim switches

Marble floor and dance floor area
Toilets
10 round tables (seating 8-10)

Chivari chairs
*hire fee applies when external caterers are in use

Included in the venue price is an extensive bridal dressing suite. Available from 8am on the morning of the wedding the
suite provides huge social space to get ready with family and the bridal party. Available for bride or groom it features a
large lounge area with flatscreen TV, bedroom with full length mirror, kitchen and bathroom.
Hair and make-up suppliers are welcome along with photographers.
Gather your friends for coffee and croissants or pre-book a full english breakfast delivered to your door*
*additional cost per head applies for breakfast.

Wednesdays are Wedding Days
Calthwaite Hall are pleased to offer midweek weddings on Wednesdays each week
throughout the year.
Using our impressive, unrivalled Orangery
for your reception, you get all the wonder
of a weekend wedding but at a reduced
rate.*
*Does not include bridal dressing suite or options for marquee or tipi wedding

Nosh @ the Hall
Nosh is the catering partner for Calthwaite
Hall. Providing a delight in local produce and
seasonal dishes, Nosh can provide something for
everyone.
Choose from bespoke menus* designed to reflect
your individual tastes or pick from their
delicious sample menus specifically designed to
wow your guests.
*bespoke menus not available for Wednesday weddings

Accommodation
At Calthwaite Hall we know how important it is not
just to have a space for the bride and groom to
stay but to have family and friends enjoy the whole
weekend and not just the day.
We have a wide range of accommodation at a
variety of prices to suit. Family friendly or romantic
and secluded we can offer both as well as social
spaces to enjoy time either side of the wedding day
with your guests. Calthwaite Hall isn’t just about
the wedding day but the wedding weekend.
All our accommodation options have individual
covered private hot tubs so you can enjoy in any
weather. We pride ourselves on high standards of
cleanliness as well as providing all the facilities for a
comfortable stay such as coffee pod machines,
flatscreen TV’s, comfy beds and the all important
24/7 free Wi-Fi for uploading all those pictures.

Contact Us
Tel: 01768 894529
Email: enquiries@calthwaitehall.co.uk
Web: www.calthwaitehall.co.uk

